
Standard File Menus and Toolbars including text formatting.

Page Editing Window

Tween Timeline

Notes View

Colour Palette

Organizer

Tools Toolbar

Vector editing 
tools

Line style, width 
and arrowheads

Object properties:
background, shadow

flare, transitions

Preview Page/Publication
test your interactivity instantly

Layout each page here, simply 
draw the object onto the page, 
resize, rotate and skew.

Type text directly onto the page

Set up the activity and keyframes of 
tween animation. Shows frame 
numbers and keyframes. Right 
click for actions.

This section also includes a section 
to hold presenter or developer 
notes for reference only - not 
included with publication.

Select colours for text and drawing 
tools. Tabs provide different 
ranges. Use the dropper to pick a 
colour from on screen or the X for 
none.

Shows the objects in your publication - 
use this like an Explorer tree view. Select, 
reorder and rename the objects in your 
publication including pages and chapters.

Objects at the top of the tree appear over 
those below it and are drawn first. Drag 
and drop to change order.

Tabs allow access to Actions Organizer, a 
thumbnail view of your pages, page 
templates and other readymade 
components.

Toolbar providing tools to select and create the 
objects on your page - arrow beside means 
additional tools on flyout.

Hover over each to get a tooltip see also the 
status bar at bottom of screen.

Worth noting:
Resize Mode - allows you to resize groups of 
objects together on a frame.
Frame - group objects together
Multiframe - a controllable slideshow of 
grouped objects
Tween - a frame for objects to be animated
Hotspot - add action to part of an image
Video  - YouTube has a separate tool on the 
flyout
Browser (also DocView) - for viewing 
documents from other programs or the 
internet. You can also use the Launch action to 
display PDFs, DOCs, PPTs or webpages but 
check the Help file for instructions on how to 
ensure they can be located once published.
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